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CLOSET CARRIERS
CARRIERS

Adjustable Closet Carrier Options
The options shown below illustrate and explain various optional carrier components. These options must be specified and installed when the type
of closet or installation dictates their use.
(-1) OPTION, TRU-SET POSITIONING FRAME (Siphon Jet Closets Only)
Made of high impact polystyrene, the TRU-SET Positioning Frame offers many
advantages to the plumbing contractor. The positioning frame is mounted on
the carrier studs at the time the carrier is being installed, thus it acts as a
guide and template, eliminating problems caused by normal dimensional
variations when the wall is being erected. Studs and adjustable extension are
set to the frame, eliminating further adjustment when the fixture is being
hung. Chances of bowl breakage are minimized since bowl is held the correct distance from finished wall.
NOTE: Sold only with JOSAM closet carriers.

(-VP) OPTION, VANDAL-PROOF TRIM
The JOSAM Vandal-Proof trim is designed to prevent tampering and possible damage to
the fixture caused by vandalism. The Vandal-Proof trim can be used in place of the regular
JOSAM cap nuts. Trim is installed using a hex key. After installation is complete, chrome
plated expansion plugs which match the nuts, snap into place minimizing the chances of
vandalism.

ILLUSTRATION A

(-6) OPTION, SUPPLY PIPE SUPPORT
Support assembly attaches to an upper carrier mounting stud and securely holds water
supply pipe running to the flush valve. This hanger prevents movement of water
piping during and after construction, protecting piping as well as the flush valve. When
ordering, specify type of pipe to be supported.

ILLUSTRATION B

(-24) OPTION, FOR FLOOR-MOUNTED BACK-OUTLET CHINA CLOSETS
This option adapts adjustable as well as other types of fittings for securing floor-mounted back-outlet China closets. Any adjustable fitting is adapted as shown in Illustration A. Other
types of fittings are provided with bosses to attach the closet securing studs at the correct dimensions for this type of closet. See Illustration B.
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